KEARNS RUNS MARVELOUS TWO MILE RACE IN 9.28 TO BREAK OLD RECORD

TECHNOLOGY STAR RANKS WITH GREAT DISTANCE RUNNERS

His Two-Mile Run Is Second Best Time in United States This Year

BOSTON, Mass., May 16, 1932

In a race at Harvard Stadium Saturday, John E. Keary of Boston, Mass., who holds the American record for two miles, tied the world's record for the distance today with a time of 9 minutes 28.2 seconds.

Keary, known to every Harvard student as a star in the track and field events, took his start at the flag at the sound of the gun and started his sprint at the half-mile mark. Twenty-five minutes later he won the mile race in 4 minutes 29.4 seconds.

Keary, who is a fourth-year student in electrical engineering, is ranked with the world's best distance runners.

For the first mile Keary was not alone; he had some company, but by the mile mark both of his competitors were shattered and Keary went on to win the mile race with a brand new world record.

Keary's time of 9:28.2 is the world's record for two miles, which was made by Mr. Hermann Pauli of Germany at the world's famous Berlin meet at the end of April. Pauli's time of 9 minutes 29.6 seconds is the record for the distance.

Keary's time of 9:28.2 is also the American record for the distance, which was made by Mr. Homer Leach of New York at the world's famous New York meet at the end of April.

Keary's time of 9:28.2 is also the American record for the distance, which was made by Mr. Homer Leach of New York at the world's famous New York meet at the end of April.
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A time-honored plot and worn-out
classes, but great flying and plenty of
tytho:.. WHAT is this week's action at the
Metropolitan? Plenty, heroic stunt		 number. Many of the best audiences
takes over one in last Saturday night's
and exclusive elev-e.
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Typewriting

Only experienced, quick, careful
Meets most requests.

W. Bide experience in scientific work of
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patterns and models-

July 4th and 5th.

Harvard Square

Lunches 40c to 60c.

Here is a Choice in Suits

$25

"Legion" Worsted, well known for
full value in the lower priced suits
choice of patterns and models-
3 pieces.

$50

Rather dignified this Hickey Free-
man business model—places a man
at once in the well dressed class-
3 pieces.

$30

Suit by Smitheron—3 piece worsted
in many patterns or the 4 piece
"Town and Country" Always value
plus with Smitheron.

$35

At this price we recommend the
M. B. W. model with the fabric
finely tailored in 4 pieces.

Real Value.

Your Technology Charge Account is good you get a dividend too.

Here, MEN, smoke a man's smoke.

A DYSFUL of good tobacco is dis-
tinctly a man's smoke. The
women (long may they wave!) have
taken over most of our massed privileges. But
tobacco smoking belongs to us.

In every walk of life you'll find
that the men at the top are pipe
smokers. And most college men agree
that the pipe offers the finest pleasures
a man could ask of smoking.

When you smoke a pipe, be sure you
do the smoking that will do you the
greatest enjoyment. Get at one of
35 or more of college Edgeworth
Edgeworth is the favorite. You can
smoke and enjoy wherever good

Here is a Choice in Suits

SMOKING TOBACCO

Edgeworth is a blend of fine old tobaccos,
from the rarest and most costly of pipes

Edgeworth distinctive and exclusive clad-
with a logo of blue and white;

Edgeworth's distinctive and exclusive clad
pipe with a logo of blue and white;

Edgeworth's distinctive and exclusive clad
pipe with a logo of blue and white;

Edgeworth's distinctive and exclusive clad
pipe with a logo of blue and white;

Edgeworth's distinctive and exclusive clad
pipe with a logo of blue and white;
Tuft's yearlings tomorrow afternoon at last few games. The freshman team, them powerful twelve, the Engineers will give the Hanoverites are reputed to have a with Dartmouth this Saturday. Although built were unable to hold their advantage. Beavers led for more than half the contest, Saturday was much more exciting. The play, scoring two goals. The game on in the Engineers' play. Safford led the University showed a marked improvement one victory in eight games, with one con-
test still to play.

LACROSSE MEN WIN

"M OUNTAINTS Tuesday, May 10, 1932 Last WSednesday's victory over Boston that where families have felt the financial

LACROSSE MEN WIN from Smyrna, Xanthi,

WALKER DINING SERVICE aromatic tobaccos from Snyrna, Xanthi,

another successful RENTAL season for our DOUBLE BREASTED TUXEDO DELMONICO POTATOES new peas

RUTH ETTING that's why they taste better

mellow tobaccos from the sunny south, aromatic tobaccos from Smyrna, Xanthi, Samsoun, Cavulla.

© 1932, LOUGET & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
Harvard University and Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Monday, May 9, 4:45 p.m., Craft Lecture Room, Harvard University


"The solution of a life riddle in the field of new Physics Building." Professor F. Simon.

Tuesday, May 10, 4:45 p.m., Craft Lecture Room

Lecture—"The Possibilities of Approaching Absolute Zero." Professor F. Simon.

Wednesday, May 11, 4:00 p.m., Room 4-276


Thursday, May 12, 5:30 p.m., New Lecture Hall, George Eastman Research Laboratory

Seminar, directed by Professor Linus Pauling: "Master's Method of Formulating Water." "Anisotropies for Molecules." 4:00 p.m. Tea will be served in the Emma Rogers Room, 10-300.

T. C. A. will send a circular letter to all the attending students. There will be two main addresses each day—one in the mornings the other at 4:30 p.m. The addresses will be: "The determination of the relation of the C.I. to the direction held this year at Deerfield, Akass."

Friday, May 13, 4:45 p.m., Craft Lecture Room

Physical Colloquium: "Electrostatic Methods of Producing High Energy Radiations." Dr. R. J. Van de Graaff.

Tennis Shoes, $150 and $200
White Duck Pants, $195

TOP FLITE, DAVIS CUP, $135.50
OTHERS FROM $5.00 UP

White Ducks, $1.95
White Flannels, $7.00
We guarantee every racket to be this year's stock

TENNIS RACETS

Why are other cigarettes silent on this vital question?

Do you inhale? Sevens out of ten people know they do. The other three inhale without realizing it. Every smoker breathes in some part of the smoke he or she draws out of a cigarette.

Do you inhale? Lucky Strike has dared to raise this vital question because certain impurities concealed in even the finest, mildest tobacco leaves are removed by Luckies' famous purifying process and that process. Only Luckies have it!

Do you inhale? Remember—more than 20,000 physicians, after Luckies had been furnished them for tests, having their opinions on smoking experience, stated that Luckies are less irritating to the throat than other cigarettes.

Do you inhale? Of course you do! So be careful. Safeguard your delicate membranes!

"It's toasted"

Your Throat Protection — against irritation — against cough

Lucky Strike Cigarettes